
BERGEN SATURDAY, DECEMBER 26

RACE 1 Volt 2100 RANK

Top 4:

RACE 2, V65-1 Auto 1600

5 Jailhouse Banker should have a very good chance in this small
field. Will probably take over the lead from Scot Ganymede. 4
Muscle Mack is in good shape. Got pressed in the lead in the
last run and was really brave. 6 Radieux got a trip from outside
the leader/second on the outside in the last run. Was a
disappointment. 1 Scot Ganymede attacked with 500 meter to
from second on the outside in the last run. Was not at his best.
Can open fast.

RANK
A: 5

B: 4-6

C: 1-2-3

Top 4: 5-4-6-1
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RACE 3, V65-2 Auto 2100

4 M.L.'s Odin wins often and comes from a good win despite a
tough opening and the position outside of the leader after 500
meter. Our winner. 8 Felix T.H. is as good as our pick but this
number is bad and his form is a question mark too. 5 Lisabella is
getting better and better and beat our winner on November 19.
Will find it hard to repeat that effort though with this
inexperienced driver Amalie Bördal Lyssand though. 9 Sture
Neon is possible too behind the favorite. Has only one win this
year though and made an early mistake in the last run.

RANK
A: 4

B: 8-5-9-3

C: 7-1-2-10-6

Top 4: 4-8-5-9

RACE 4, V65-3 Volt 2100

The favorites face a double handicap. 8 Jan Viktor H. started
from outside the leader in the last run. Took over the lead after
550 meter but got defeated at the end. Good chance to finish to
victory here. 7 Korrappen has not won yet either but is in good
shape. Good chance if he gets a better trip than our pick. 1 Birk
Triplilla is the only horse in the first circle and should be
considered early here. Could lead this for a long while. 2 Dag
Nora has put in a couple of good performances lately and could
be in the mix again.

RANK
A: 8

B: 7-1-2-4

C: 3-10-9-6-5

Top 4: 8-7-1-2
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RACE 5, V65-4 Volt 2100

3 I Do It My Way is a good favorite and could be a banker too.
Faced similar conditions in the last run where he attacked in
the final turn from third on the outside. Finished fast and was
outstanding. 1 Esau was not at his best in the last run and got
clearly defeated by our pick. Can do better and faces nice
conditions here. Could take revenge here. 2 Beverlyhills Vicky
beat our winner in the last run but is driven by an amateur now
and this number is tricky too.

RANK
A: 3

B: 1-2-7-4

C: 6-5-9-8

Top 4: 3-1-2-7

RACE 6, V65-5 Auto 2100

8 V.G. Prinsen is a bit up and down and the form is a question
mark too. He faces very nice conditions here though. Good
chance despite this number. 10 Tom Odin resumes from a spell.
Did not impress at the end but is normally one of the better
horses in this company. 1 Dag Fröya found the lead in the last
run and scored a very easy victory. 4 Skaffer Mario finished
well from far back in the last run and will be interesting to
follow here.

RANK
A: 8

B: 10-1-4-3

C: 7-5-9-6-2

Top 4: 8-10-1-4
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RACE 7, V65-6 Volt 2100

5 Hage Jerven attacked with 750 meter to go in the last run and
was brave. Should have a very good chance to win this. 10
Magnums Othello found the lead in the last run but got
defeated by our pick here. Has to attack from behind this time.
Contender. 9 Lille Jerkeld finished well from far back in the last
run and beat our winner here. Was driven by Svein Ove
Wassberg then though. 2 Kuven Storm has put in two good
efforts on Bergen. He was close to win in the last run.

RANK
A: 5

B: 10-9-2-7-8

C: 4-3-1-11-6

Top 4: 5-10-9-2

RACE 8 Auto 2100 RANK

Top 4:
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RACE 9 Volt 2100 RANK

Top 4:
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